










Fit the 5 coping stone 
strips to the wall tops
They are all cut to shape.
ready to fit.

The tower roof
folds around so
that the two roof
sections meet
butt ended together.

The grey inner 
support fits up
inside to hold the
joint rigid.

The roof base then
sits up against the
inner support,
allowing bottom
edges of the roof
to hang over the 
edge when sat on 
top of the tower.

Fig. 18. BOILERHOUSE.

This is quite a complex building, there are two
sections to the outer walls.   Start with the front wall.

Fit the three windows, but
NOT the door yet. Fold over

tab and fix.
Fig. 19.
REAR WALL AND TOWER WALLS.

Fig. 16. TOWER TOP AND ROOF.
The four tower inner openings fit down
inside the tower, these give the 
openings a greater depth.

Fit the two that
are slightly wider
first.
Fix them opposite
each other.
The two narrower
openings will
slide between them.

Wide.
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The four tower
louvres cards
fit behind the 
openings.

The openings can 
be left open if
you wish, it looks
quite good, but
please note that
there are no glazing
sheets for these.

Door and frame.

Black square 
to cap roof
is on sheet ‘D’.

Fold the walls around 
the base card with 
the door step 
sticking through 
the doorway.

When fast fit
the door with
its frame.

Fig. 17. STEPS.
Glue the steps on 
top of each other, 
starting at the 
bottom with the 
longest step no. 1.

Line all
the steps
up vertically
on the back
and side edges.

Fold each of the steps 
in half and glue to make 
double thickness.

There are six sides to this wall, so take care.
Start by fixing the two windows then the 
door with its frame.

There is a small flight of
steps with small platform
in the entrance leading
to the tower door.

Platform top.

Platform
front wall.

Fit into corner.

Door and frame.






